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Tilly is beyond deserving of a loving home. Late last year, she
was abandoned and left out in the cold until she was found and
brought to the shelter. She was understandably shy and probably confused when she first arrived. After a few months of being
here, she's really opened up and is starting to show her affectionate side. Tilly has a more reserved personality - who could blame
her - but with love, patience and a good home, she will surely
learn to fully trust again.
Two brothers, Loki and Drax,
Tilly
were surrendered by their owner due to allergies. Both are
gray tabbies, Drax being the darker one. They are very sweet boys
that are a bit timid just until they get to know you. Once they do
warm up to you, they are fun,
playful boys that want to be in
a real home again!

Drax & Loki

Chloe and her brother, Cleo,
were rescued from a large colony that was being taken care
of by an elderly gentleman. Chloe has both eyes damaged
(cloudy eyes) due to a virus caught before entering the shelter,
but she has no trouble seeing
out of either eye. Cleo is less
timid than Chloe, but we feel
in the right home, they will
Chloe & Cleo
both come out of their shells
and fit right into their furever
home. We would like to adopt them as a pair as they love to play
together and enjoy each others company.

Mindy

Sweet Mindy came to our shelter after living in an outdoor colony. Although we are not certain how she lost her eye, we ARE
certain she is a super lovable younger cat who loves her pets and
is very affectionate. Mindy is FeLV+ but she still deserves a loving
home just like any other cat.

For more information on these kitties, please go to our Petfinder page or contact Renee at
rgazarik@hotmail.com.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
We are in desperate
need of volunteers to
assist with cleaning cages
and litter boxes as well
as scrubbing floors. We

have many cages filled
due to kitten season and
really need help.
If you are interested in
volunteering, please
contact Renee at
rgazarik@hotmail.com.

Summer 2022

Volunteer
Spotlight:
Georgie Smith
Residence:
Gilpin Township, PA

How did you start volunteering at KVCKR?
I started volunteering around nine years ago. My longhaired cat, Maddie, died and
I wanted another cat that looked like her. I needed another one to fill the void in my
heart. I had a friend, Voni, that volunteered at a cat shelter, so I got ahold of her and she
took me to the shelter and there I found my second Maddie. Since I was retired at the
time, I decided to volunteer. I have always been a animal lover so this was a great chance
to help out.
What do you do when you are at the shelter volunteering (what building)?
I clean building 1 and like to spend time with the cats and kittens. It can be very rewarding, but can be sad also, so many needing good homes. I wish I could take them all home.
Have you adopted any kitties from KVCKR?

I adopted a kitten about 9 years ago. Her name is Lexi and she is the love of my life. I also
adopted an adult cat about 9 years ago also, that was my Maddie. Sometimes I will foster
kittens for Renee. Kittens are so delightful to watch, so funny sometimes. I really enjoy watching them do funny things.
Is there any kitty at the shelter that holds a special place in your heart (alive or deceased)?
All the cats hold a very special place in my heart, but I really was attached to Gracie whom
I would of liked to take home. She did find a home but it was short lived, she passed 3
months later, I still cry about that. Cammie was another one she was black and white, she
also had my heart. She was ill and died in my arms, still cry about her also. I took her to my
farm and she is buried there next to one of my horses, so she will always be with me.
When not volunteering, what do you do (work, family, etc.)?
When I am not volunteering, my husband and I take care of a 50 acre farm. I care for 4
horses and 9 cats. We go camping with my horses and my friends. It's nice to get away and
sit by a campfire in the evenings. I like to play bingo with my friends on Mondays. I also
take in stray cats and kittens and find good adopted homes for them. I can't seem to say
no when they need my help.

“People who love cats have some of the biggest hearts around.” - Susan Easterly

Annual Labor Day Weekend Yard Sale

Annual Fall for Animals

635 Pine Run Rd., Apollo. PA

Fords City, PA

Saturday, September 3rd from 9am-4pm
Sunday, September 4th from 9am-4pm
Monday, September 5th from 9am-4pm

Saturday, October 8th
Sunday, October 9th
More information to come as it gets closer to the event

All money from sales directly benefit the kitties at the shelter

How to Enrich the Life of Your Indoor Cat
Heather Kovacevich DVM / GeniusVets (https://www.geniusvets.com)
As a cat lover, you might choose to keep your feline friend indoors for many reasons. In most households, though, the primary reason is safety. Indoor cats typically live 10 to 15 years while their outdoor counterparts live about 2-5 years—a significant difference, and it's because
they are less likely to contract potentially deadly diseases and face other dangers. Keeping your cat indoors protects them from other animals,
being hit by a car, or being abused by an unkind human. The downside, however, is that many indoor cats experience boredom and are more
prone to obesity due to decreased activity. As veterinarians, we understand that cats are natural predators and that keeping them happy indoors can present challenges. That is why we have put together this post with some suggestions on how to enrich the life of your indoor cat.
Help Them Stay Physically Active - Keeping an indoor cat active is important but often challenging. Fortunately, there are several things you
can do to keep your cat from becoming a couch potato.
Give Them Places to Climb and Perch - Cats love climbing and perching in high spots where they can survey their surroundings. Satisfy your
indoor cat’s desire to climb by getting them a cat tree – the taller, the better! If you don’t have space in your home for a traditional cat tree
that sits on the floor, consider hanging sturdy shelves on the wall for your cat to perch on, climb, and explore. Providing an elevated cat bed in
a sunny spot by a window is very appealing to cats. Cats enjoy looking out windows to observe wildlife and human activity. Make sure you
offer your cat appropriate places to climb on to curb problematic scratching behaviors, like jumping up on counters and ruining curtains.
Provide Scratching Posts - Scratching is a natural feline behavior that tends to get a bad rap. After all, no one wants their pets to destroy their
furniture or tear up their carpet. Scratching is a necessity for cats, though, and it is essential for their health and happiness. Providing items
that allow your cat to scratch in an appropriate fashion enables them to sharpen their claws without damaging your home or belongings. Doing so also helps them stay active. Cats also leave behind their scent, essentially marking their territory when they scratch on surfaces. Since a
cat’s claws grow continuously, scratching is a normal way to keep the claws in good health and not need trimming regularly. Some older cats
will stop using a scratching post and will need routine nail trims to prevent claw overgrowth.
When shopping for scratching posts, make sure it is tall enough. Cats love stretching while they scratch, so an ideal post is tall enough for
them to use even when stretched out, standing on the tips of their back toes. Experiment with different textures, too, to find one your cat
loves. Some cats enjoy scratching sisal rope, carpet, or corrugated cardboard. Others prefer the natural feel of tree bark. Figure out what your
cat likes best, and make sure they have a few scratchers to choose from. Some cats prefer vertical posts, while others prefer horizontal varieties. You can even add catnip to entice your cat to use the post.
Make Playtime a Priority - Playing with your cat is the best way to keep them active. It is also an excellent bonding opportunity. Toys that
crinkle, fly, or are filled with catnip are not only easy on your wallet, but they also provide hours of entertainment. To keep your cat engaged,
buy several toys and rotate them out. Store toys that are not in use in a container filled with catnip before reintroducing them to your feline.
Most cats love kitty fishing poles and wand toys with feathery flyers. They mimic birds and kick cats’ predator drive into high gear, so they are
a great way to get even the laziest cats up and moving. Take the time to experiment with different types of toys to discover which ones your
pet enjoys most. Every cat has their own unique playstyle!
Be sure to regularly inspect cat toys for wear and tear and dispose of them if they are falling apart. Long strings and ribbons should not be left
out with unsupervised cats as some cats will try to ingest them, and they can be an obstruction hazard.
Provide Mental Stimulation - Physical activity is important, but it is not the only type of stimulation needed to keep indoor cats healthy and
happy. Mental stimulation is also crucial and it is a powerful defense against boredom.
Let Them See Outside - Even if your cat is not allowed to go outside, they will love viewing the outside world through a window. There are a
few ways to offer your cat the means to ogle the outdoors, and they are as follows:
Cats who have perches that allow them to look outside benefit greatly. Keeping an eye on birds, squirrels, and even passersby on the street
keeps cats entertained and engaged.
Installing a window bed is a great way to let cats connect with the outside world without the danger of actually going outside.
If space allows, building a “catio” is a great option. A catio is a screened-in or otherwise enclosed outdoor space that your pet can access via a
window or a cat door installed in a wall or door. These enclosures can be purchased or built in any size, and they allow cats to experience the
sights, sounds and smells of the outside world without the risks associated with letting them roam.
Make Mealtime a Challenge - In nature, cats hunt for their meals. They carefully stalk their prey before pouncing. Compared to this, a large
bowl of food on the kitchen floor is pretty boring! Make mealtime more interesting and challenging for your indoor cat by hiding treats or
small amounts of food in various areas throughout the house instead of placing it in a bowl.
Puzzle feeders are a great alternative to bowls, too. They contain food, but cats need to use their brains to figure out how to access the food.
This extends mealtime while providing a fun mental challenge. Using puzzle feeders can reduce stress, aid in weight loss, and even eliminate
inappropriate bathroom behaviors.
Many indoor cats live to eat! They will overeat readily if given the opportunity making feline obesity a real concern. Making mealtime more of
a game will help prevent overeating and encourage cats to exercise for their food. If your overweight indoor cat does not participate, consider
an automatic feeder that will only dispense a measured amount of food at a time. This can help prevent overfeeding due to begging by dissociating you and the food bowl.
Get Them a Companion - Many cats enjoy the company of other felines and even dogs—it's really a matter of knowing your pet. Introducing a
new cat to your home takes time and patience, but once both cats have gotten used to each other, they will run and play together. They will
also give each other some much-needed mental stimulation, especially when you are away from home. Just remember to have cats of opposite sexes spayed and neutered to prevent unwanted pregnancy!
With the right physical and mental stimulation, indoor cats can live long, healthy lives without ever venturing outside. By keeping your cat
strictly indoors, you are safeguarding them against devastating diseases, parasites, other animals, and even unkind humans. While your cat
may try to convince you that they would be happier outside, there are plenty of things you can do to meet their needs indoors.

Kitten Season is upon us!
This year, KVCKR has taken in 39 kittens so far. Unfortunately, 2 of them passed away when they arrived, but
all of the others have been doing well and 9 have been
adopted already.
Their stories all differ on how they came to us...one
kitten was found on the side of the road,
a litter was born in someone’s garage to a
stray and one litter showed up on someone’s
porch with the mother cat and hawks were
circling overhead. Some also came from
barns. But no matter how they got
to us, they needed our help.
You can find out more about all the
kittens we have by contacting Renee
at rgazarik@hotmail.com.
KITTEN FOOD DONATIONS ARE GREATLY
APPRECIATED DURING THIS TIME.
Go to our website for ways to donate.

“No matter how bad your day is, your cat will always make you smile.” - Anonymous
DONATING
Kiski Valley Cat & Kitten Rescue is always
appreciative of any and all donations. As
a truly non-profit organization, all re-

SHELTER WISHLIST
The shelter can always use the following items:
•

Canned Cat Food (Pate)

kittens. The shelter functions solely on

•

Dry Food: Preferably Purina Naturals or Kitten Chow

the dedication of volunteers and the gen-

•

Toys/treats

erosity from our donors. Please go to our

•

Monetary Donations (ways to donate can be found on our website)

•

Cleaning vinegar

•

Paper Towels

•

Volunteers to help clean/take care of the cats

If you are interested in volunteering, please

•

Volunteers to help with “handyman” projects

contact Renee at rgazarik@hotmail.com

•

Help finding loving homes for our kitties!

sources go only to the care of the cats/

website at www.kiskicats.org for ways to

donate.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

We want to hear from you!
If you would like to share your KVCKR adoption
story, please email us at KVCKR@hotmail.com

KVCKR is a registered 501c(3) charity organization

Thank you Minuteman Press in Leechburg

